COLOR STORY™ MOSAICS

Make your mark and tell your story with Color Story™. This mosaic collection features an attractive mix of colors and sizes to offer design versatility. Give your space its own personality with various mosaic designs ranging from a classic penny round to a popular 1.5” hexagon. For a contemporary feel, black and white mosaic pattern combinations were carefully put together to align with today’s current trends. Offering solutions to the most creative demands, Color Story Mosaics delivers quality, functionality and style to artists and designers everywhere.
COLOR STORY™ MOSAICS
COLOR STORY™ COLLECTION - GLAZED CERAMIC

FINISHES: GLOSSY | MATTE

SHAPES

1.5" Hexagon Mosaic (Dot-mounted on 12" x 10" Sheet)

Penny Round Mosaic (Mesh-mounted on 13-1/2" x 11-7/16" Sheet)

2 x 3 Harlequin Mosaic (Dot-mounted on 12" x 13" Sheet)

2 x 2 Mosaic (Dot-mounted on 12" x 24" Sheet)

1" x 3" Basket Weave Mosaic (Mesh-mounted on 13-1/8" x 13-1/8" Sheet)

Penny Round Mosaic (Mesh-mounted on 13-1/2" x 11-7/16" Sheet)

1.5" Hexagon Mosaic (Mesh-mounted on 14" x 12" Sheet)

2 x 3 Cube Mosaic (Mesh-mounted on 12" x 13" Sheet)

NEUTRAL - GLOSS

ICE WHITE
0025 (1)

STABLE
0055 (2)

DEPENDABLE
0053 (2)

BALANCE
0014 (1)

BLACK
0049 (2)

NEUTRAL - MATTE

MATTE DESIGNER WHITE D061 (1)

MATTE STABLE D052 (2)

MATTE DEPENDABLE D056 (2)

MATTE BALANCE D034 (1)

MATTE BLACK D064 (2)

VIBRANT - GLOSS

RESTORE
0058 (3)

PEACOCK BLUE
0084 (3)

SAPPHIRE SKY
0070 (3)

WISDOM
0082 (3)

NAVY
0117 (3)

VISIT AMERICANOLEAN.COM/WHYTLIE FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF QUALIFICATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS.

(1), (2) and (3) indicate price groups. (1) being the least expensive. Custom pattern and blend options available in 1.5" Hexagon, 2x3 Harlequin, 2x2 and 2x3 Cube on a made to order basis.

* Stocked in CS60 Matte Designer White and Matte Black.
† Stocked in CS60 Matte Designer White, Matte Black and Matte Balance.
2 x 3 cube mosaic requires special installation considerations. Please refer to americanolean.com/colorstorymosaics for more information.
COLOR STORY™ MOSAICS
COLOR STORY™ COLLECTION - GLAZED CERAMIC

AMERICAN OLEAN®

FINISHES: GLOSSY | MATTE

USAGE: FLOOR | WALL | COUNTERTOP | SHOWER FLOOR

MATERIAL: MOSAIC

PRICING: LOW | HIGH

SPECIAL FEATURES

MOSAIC

TRIM

INSTALLATION & PRICING

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

DURABILITY

NOTES

APPLICATIONS

COLOR STORY™ MOSAICS

APPLICATION NOTES:

Suitable for exterior applications (provided it is noted as suitable in the applications chart above) in non-freezing climates, when proper installation methods are followed.

* Matte mosaics only.
† Darker colors may show scratches.